Welcome to Westlaw HK

How much easier would it be to have access to authorised case law, legislation, journals, commentary and a huge collection of UK and international materials at your fingertips?

Written and developed for practitioners with practitioners, Westlaw HK is the effective online research solution for lawyers in Hong Kong.

Westlaw HK
• Reliable content you can trust
• New levels of functionality – clearer and more concise format
• A legal team available to support you 24 hours a day
• Speedier, more comprehensive results.

Over 35,000 cases from Hong Kong are online for you to explore, including The Authorised Hong Kong Law Reports & Digest, and The Authorised Hong Kong Court of Final Appeal Reports.

The Future of Legal Research has Never Looked Brighter

CASE LAW
DISCOVER THE DEPTHS OF OUR INFORMATION

The Authorised Hong Kong Law Reports & Digest (HKLrd)
Westlaw HK gives you the easiest access to The Authorised Hong Kong Law Reports & Digest, updating you every two weeks:
• Coverage from 1905
• Preferential citing in court
• Cases selected on importance and relevance by the Hong Kong Law Reports and Digest Editorial Team
• Expert Editorial Board led by Dr Gerard McCoy SBS,SC
• Extensive PDFs of case law for you to download copies exactly as they look in the printed reports to use in court
• Digests provide a special focus on criminal sentencing and personal injury cases
• Includes Chinese judgments with headnotes and catchwords
• The only online source of Hong Kong’s Authorised Law Reporting Service
• Indexed with catchwords for easier searching and browsing

HONG KONG UNREPORTED JUDGMENTS
Full coverage of Hong Kong unreported judgments from 1999 onwards, with new judgments added to Westlaw HK on a daily basis to provide you with a fully comprehensive case law service.

HONG KONG CHINESE JUDGMENTS
Full coverage of Chinese judgments updated daily.

INTERNATIONAL CASE LAW
Over 95,000 full text case reports from the UK’s leading and recognised sources (inc. The Law Reports, Weekly Law Reports & Industrial Case Reports from the ICLR); comprehensive Australian case law from both state and federal courts; Canadian case law and United States case law.

Features & Functionality
Features to make your life easier:
• Hyper linking to cited cases and legislation
• Case analysis
• Case status flags
• Intelligent search
• Browse functionality
• PDF downloads
• Email alerts

THE AUTHORISED HONG KONG COURT OF FINAL APPEAL REPORTS (HKCFAR)
Unique to Westlaw Hong Kong this prestigious law reporting service provides judgments of the greatest significance:
• All headnotes are reviewed by the Court of Final Appeal
• Guaranteed to be the highest level of accuracy and quality
• Chinese translations of all headnotes

Over 5,000 cases from Hong Kong are online for you to explore, including The Authorised Hong Kong Law Reports & Digest, updating you every two weeks.

The Authorised Hong Kong Law Reports & Digest (HKLrd)
Westlaw HK gives you the easiest access to The Authorised Hong Kong Law Reports & Digest, updating you every two weeks:
• Coverage from 1905
• Preferential citing in court
• Cases selected on importance and relevance by the Hong Kong Law Reports and Digest Editorial Team
• Expert Editorial Board led by Dr Gerard McCoy SBS,SC
• Extensive PDFs of case law for you to download copies exactly as they look in the printed reports to use in court
• Digests provide a special focus on criminal sentencing and personal injury cases
• Includes Chinese judgments with headnotes and catchwords
• The only online source of Hong Kong’s Authorised Law Reporting Service
• Indexed with catchwords for easier searching and browsing

HONG KONG UNREPORTED JUDGMENTS
Full coverage of Hong Kong unreported judgments from 1999 onwards, with new judgments added to Westlaw HK on a daily basis to provide you with a fully comprehensive case law service.

HONG KONG CHINESE JUDGMENTS
Full coverage of Chinese judgments updated daily.

INTERNATIONAL CASE LAW
Over 95,000 full text case reports from the UK’s leading and recognised sources (inc. The Law Reports, Weekly Law Reports & Industrial Case Reports from the ICLR); comprehensive Australian case law from both state and federal courts; Canadian case law and United States case law.

Features & Functionality
Features to make your life easier:
• Hyper linking to cited cases and legislation
• Case analysis
• Case status flags
• Intelligent search
• Browse functionality
• PDF downloads
• Email alerts

THE AUTHORISED HONG KONG COURT OF FINAL APPEAL REPORTS (HKCFAR)
Unique to Westlaw Hong Kong this prestigious law reporting service provides judgments of the greatest significance:
• All headnotes are reviewed by the Court of Final Appeal
• Guaranteed to be the highest level of accuracy and quality
• Chinese translations of all headnotes
LEGISLATION AT ITS CLEarest

ARRANGEMENT OF PROVISIONS
View changes made to the law from its inception to the present day with fully comprehensive and consolidated legislation dating back to 1997.

A special feature highlights where sections of ordinances or subsidiary legislation have important status to be aware of:
- Amendments pending
- Repealed
- Omitted

NEW BROWSE FUNCTIONALITY
You can browse ordinances and subsidiary legislation by chapter number or by title.

FULL TEXT PDF COPIES
Full text PDF versions of all legislation in English and Chinese are available to download, exactly as available from the Government of the Hong Kong SAR. Sections can be downloaded individually or as part of a combined document.

STATUS ICONS
Gain a faster understanding of legislation with clear icons displayed at the top of the document, showing:
- Where the provision has been omitted
- Where the provision has amendments pending
- Where the provision has been repealed

LEGISLATION ANALYSIS
All the key points relating to legislation including:
- Current law in force
- Amendments pending
- Remarks relating to documents
- Historic law versions
- Related legislation
- Gazette information

POINT IN TIME SEARCHING
You can time travel by conducting a ‘Point in Time’ search. Simply select a document and enter a date of your choice and the service will retrieve the law as it stood on that date. (Available for Hong Kong from 1997 and UK content from 1991 for Acts and 1948 for Statutory Instruments).

INTERNATIONAL LEGISLATION
Comprehensive international legislation including UK, Canada, EU and United States materials.

HONG KONG LAW JOURNAL
The leading scholarly journal in the English language on the common law in the Hong Kong SAR and law in mainland China, covering comparative, jurisprudential, international and interdisciplinary material relevant to the study and practice of law.

LEGAL JOURNALS INDEX
Access hundreds of journals in the Legal Journals Index (LJI) – an extremely popular service and totally unique to Westlaw HK. Journal articles are summarised and categorised with Sweet & Maxwell’s Legal Taxonomy. Key points are easy to see with direct links to relevant case law and legislation, plus links to the full text where available.

UNITED KINGDOM JOURNALS

WORLD JOURNALS
Journal coverage can be extended by including the World Journals add-on to your subscription. With hundreds of journals from jurisdictions around the globe World Journals ensures you have the best coverage available.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Westlaw HK provides you with a full international news service including well known and respected sources from Hong Kong, China, the Asia-Pacific region and International sources. Hong Kong and China News includes independently searchable local sources including South China Morning Post and China Daily.

Regional News comprises 25 independently searchable publications from the Asia-Pacific region.

International News ensures comprehensive coverage with over 470 international news sources.
The Hong Kong White Book – for civil practice and procedure, unquestionably authoritative; outstanding quality; keeping on top of the reforms

Mr Martin Rogers, Head of Litigation and Dispute Resolution in Asia. Clifford Chance

The Hong Kong White Book is used by practitioners in court on a daily basis. You can be confident it is of the highest quality to keep you well informed.

Westlaw HK gives you commentary on the rules of the High Court both before and after Civil Justice Reform to ensure you have all the relevant materials at the touch of a button.

Hong Kong Civil Procedure Forms are available online so it’s easy to download the forms needed for a specific case.

FEATURES & FUNCTIONALITY

- Faster browsing in the familiar book style
- Fully linked index for additional browse functionality
- Pop-up footnotes for quick reference
- Links to Hong Kong and UK cases and legislation

THE HONG KONG WHITE BOOK

CURRENT AWARENESS

PREPARING YOU FOR A NEW ENVIRONMENT

CONTENT

Highlights the most important legal developments announced by key institutions and organisations including the Government of the Hong Kong SAR (including details from the Gazette) as and when they happen.

COVERING:

- Latest judgments from the last 90 days
- Bills
- Ordinances
- Consultations
- Subsidiary Legislation
- Official Publications
- Press Releases

FEATURES & FUNCTIONALITY

- Easy to use subject categories for browse and search
- Browse by date feature
- Email alerts, customised for your needs and your practice area

Stay up to date with the latest legal developments using Westlaw HK Current Awareness, integrating legal service provision with the ever changing legal environment.
UK CASES & LEGISLATION

THE UK LEGAL LANDSCAPE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

CASE LAW
Westlaw HK delivers a vast collection of over 195,000 full text UK case reports from the UK’s leading and recognised sources including:
• The Law Reports
• Weekly Law Reports & Industrial Case Reports from the ICLR
• Session Cases from the SCLR
• Lloyd’s Law Reports
• Criminal Appeal Reports
• Reports of Patent Cases

CASE ANALYSIS
Powerful analysis with one summary document with all the key points. Links to the full text, and citations relevant to the cases, making your case analysis quicker than before. The case analysis gives you indirect history, legislation cited and details of journal articles relevant to the case. This document points you quickly and accurately to all the relevant and linked information.

CASE STATUS ICONS
A simple system to help identify where points of law have been overturned, reversed or superseded.

LEGISLATION
Fully comprehensive and consolidated legislation dating back to 1267.

POINT IN TIME SEARCHING
Allows you to time travel to select a legislation document and enter a date and Westlaw HK will retrieve the law as it stood on that date.

LEGISLATION STATUS ICONS
A guide to show you the status of a legislative provision, alerting you to any history or changes of which you need to be aware, including:
• Indicators that the provision is historic and has been superseded
• Indicators that the provision has amendments not yet in force
• Indicators that the document or provision has been repealed

UK JOURNALS & CURRENT AWARENESS
YOUR DAILY FORECAST

Keeping you up to date with UK and European law is easy with our extensive range of UK and European Journals, and unique current awareness service.

UNITED KINGDOM JOURNALS
Selected for you, we include thousands of articles from 98 Sweet & Maxwell journals including:
• Criminal Law Review
• European Intellectual Property Review
• Journal of Business Law
• Landlord and Tenant Review

Including an extensive library of full text journals from:
• Oxford University Press
• Cambridge University Press
• Tottel Publishing

With this resource you can be confident you have the full resources available.

CURRENT AWARENESS
The latest legal and regulatory developments, updated three times a day, Monday to Friday.

LEGAL JOURNALS INDEX
Easy to use and extremely popular, the Legal Journals Index highlights with ease the key points of an article with direct links to relevant case law and legislation.

UK OPTIONAL ADD ONs
Flexible add on options can extend your coverage of in-depth commentary into a particular practice area, these include:
• Intellectual Property
• Civil Procedure
• Criminal Law
• Landlord and Tenant
• Corporate Business Commentary
INTERNATIONAL
THE LATEST GLOBAL COVERAGE

As a Westlaw HK user you can access Westlaw International on either a transactional or a subscription basis. Designed to support the increasing global needs of the world’s legal and business communities, Westlaw International delivers content from internationally renowned and trusted sources via the most intelligent online technology.

EUROPEAN UNION
European Union Research Library including:
• European Law from Sweet & Maxwell
• CELEX – the official legal database of the EU
• Official Journal C and L Series
• Parliamentary questions and EU Current Awareness

CANADA
Canadian Primary Law including:
• Current, comprehensive Canadian case law and legislation
• Canadian Abroadment Digests – a Westlaw exclusive

AUSTRALIA
• Australian Case Law Collection, including courts of New South Wales
• Australian Trade Practices Collection
• Australian Financial Services Law Collection
• Australian Corporations Law Collection

MULTINATIONAL MATERIALS
• Derwent World Patents Legal Library
• International Commercial Arbitration
• International Intellectual Property
• Global Competition and Antitrust
• World Journals

UNITED STATES
• United States All Primary Law Library
• United States All Federal or All State Primary Law Library
• United States All Analytical Library
• United States All Forms Library
• United States Briefs or United States Dockets
• And many more

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
• All News Plus
• World News